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METHODS TO SECURELY PACKAGE CONTENT 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/585,727, ?led May 31, 2000, Which 
is herein incorporated by reference. The Ser. No. 09/585,727 
application is a continuation-in-part of US. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 08/731,291, ?led Oct. 11, 1996, Which is a 
continuation-in-part of US. patent application Ser. No. 
08/543,161, now US. Pat. No. 5,765,152. Like parent 
application Ser. No. 09/585,727, the present speci?cation is 
copied from the ’152 patent and does not include the subject 
matter added in the ’291 CIP application. 

GOVERNMENT RIGHTS 

[0002] The US. Government has certain rights in this 
invention, as a consequence of government ?nding (NSF 
Grant NCR-9307548 and ARPA Grant AO-B231). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Copyright infringement and theft has increased 
enormously in the computer age, particularly With respect to 
information data transfers through the Internet. Further, 
electronic email and the communication and connectivity of 
local and Wide area netWorks (LANs and WANs, respec 
tively) have facilitated unauthoriZed use of copyrighted 
materials by permitting tagging and/or enclosing of almost 
any electronic media, such as application softWare, authored 
text ?les and graphics, and musical sounds. 

[0004] On-line services such as COMPUSERVETM and 
AMERICA ONLINETM do provide some measure of copy 
right protection by assessing on-line charges to the access of 
protected databases and to the doWnload of selected ?les. 
HoWever, there is little to prevent that on-line user from 
retransmitting any doWnloaded ?les to another user con 
nected on the Internet. If the user is also connected to a 
netWork, those doWnloaded ?les are also subject to remote 
access from yet another unauthoriZed user. 

[0005] The problems associated Within electronic copy 
right infringement are Well knoWn, particularly by those 
parties injured by the unauthoriZed use of copyrighted 
materials. For example, the unauthoriZed copying of copy 
righted magnetic diskettes, and the electronic email and 
tagging and/or enclosing of copyrighted ?les can result in a 
direct monetary loss to the oWner of the copyrighted Works, 
in addition to an unaccounted for gain for the unauthoriZed 
user. With the expansion of the Internet and other comput 
eriZed netWorks, the aggregate amount of such losses and 
gains is substantial. 

[0006] Even the US. Commerce Department recogniZes 
that serious copyright problems exist With the burgeoning 
groWth of electronic data transfers betWeen netWorked com 
puters and particularly through the Internet. Early in Sep 
tember 1995, for example, the Commerce Department 
issued a White paper entitled “Intellectual Property and the 
National Information Infrastructure.” The paper highlights 
the need to protect copyrighted information that is resident 
in cyberspace, Where unauthoriZed users can copy original 
Works of authorship, including movies and books, by press 
ing a couple of keystrokes. See, V. Sussman, Copyright 
Wrong? A ?ght breWs over Who gets to oWn the future 
(cyberspace), US. News & World Report, Sep. 18, 1995, 
v119 n11 p99(1). 
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[0007] In the prior art, methods have been developed to 
enhance copyright protection of electronic media. For 
example, AT&T Bell Laboratories has developed a system 
Which makes tiny adjustments to the spacing betWeen Words 
so that every copy of a document utiliZing the system is 
“unique.” These electronic adjustments are detectable by 
computers only because they are too small for the human eye 
to notice. By Way of another example, DIGIMARC, a 
company in Portland, Oreg., recently announced a system 
that encodes data into an image by carefully adjusting the 
digital representation of individual pixels. As in the AT&T 
system, the encoded data is not noticeable to the eye and 
enables some traceability of unauthoriZed copyright uses. 
See, S. Steinberg, editor of Wired MagaZine, Los Angeles 
Times column, p2, part D, Aug. 31 (1995). 

[0008] HoWever, such systems operate only to detect 
unauthoriZed usage of copyrighted Works in digital form. 
They do not manage the access to copyrighted Works, nor do 
they provide any systematic Way of controlling the rights to 
copyrighted electronic media. 

[0009] More particularly, the tracing of copyright clear 
ances to users of copyrighted electronic media in the prior 
art is a tedious and often impossible task. Speci?cally, 
authors and multimedia developers have had only tWo 
practical methods for protecting their copyrights of elec 
tronic Works: one method is to rely upon copyright laWs and 
international treaties to prohibit unauthoriZed use of the 
media; and the other is to encrypt the data, so that access is 
restricted to those users With a decryption key. 

[0010] In the ?rst method, media developers typically do 
nothing; or they attach a textual copyright Warning—some 
times called a “Watermark”—to the media. This type of 
“protection” ensures free access to the media, but it Works 
only for those honest users and derivative developers Who 
vieW the Work and decide Whether they Want to license it. 
HoWever, users and developers of such media cannot be sure 
of the authorship or integrity of the media. Authenticity is 
thus sometimes increased by restricting access to the media, 
such as through the use of a passWord. By Way of example, 
a passWord-protected World Wide Web page provides some 
measure of authenticity, but also discourages the open and 
free propagation of the information in the media. 

[0011] In the second method, media developers can utiliZe 
poWerful encryption tools, readily available in the public 
domain, such as those tools based on the RSA public key 
algorithm (Rivest, Shamir, &Adleman, 1977). HoWever, the 
use of encryption to protect copyrights only serves to restrict 
access to the information Within the media, like the pass 
Word described above. Moreover, after the Work is decrypted 
on the recipient’s computer, the problems of copyright 
heritage and permissions for derivative development and use 
of the media remain. 

[0012] These tWo methods favor either the user or the 
oWner of the media. In the ?rst method, for example, there 
is no electronic protection coupled to the media; and it thus 
favors the free and fair use of the media at the expense of the 
oWners’ rights. On the other hand, the second method of 
encryption favors the oWners’ rights, at least to a degree. 
Neither method affords both fair use and oWnership protec 
tion; and neither provides for automatic management of 
media rights, including the controlled access to media in 
derivative Works. Further, these methods do not intervene in 
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managing copyrights, and are bene?cial only after the copy 
right issue becomes a problem. 

[0013] It is, accordingly, one object of the invention to 
provide systems and methodologies to manage copyrighted 
electronic media, thereby solving or reducing the afore 
mentioned problems. 

[0014] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
method for maintaining an electronic bibliographic record of 
successive data transfers of protected electronic media. 

[0015] Still another object of the invention provides sys 
tems and methods for packaging and unpackaging electronic 
media Within an electronic container to facilitate the man 
agement of copyrighted electronic media. 

[0016] These and other objects of the invention Will be 
apparent from the description Which folloWs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0017] As used herein, a “copyrighted Work” means any 
Work that is authored and protected by US. and international 
copyright laWs, including, Without limitation, literary Works; 
musical Works, including any accompanying Words; dra 
matic Works, including any accompanying music; panto 
mimes and choreographic Works; pictorial, graphic, and 
sculptural Works; motion pictures and other audiovisual 
Works; sound recordings; and architectural Works. “Elec 
tronic media” means any electronic form or digital repre 
sentation of a copyrighted Work, including multimedia 
objects, and including any form or digital representation (1) 
stored Within computer memory, (2)-resident on CD-ROM 
and/or magnetic disks, (3) transmitted as a digital ?le 
through email, an on-line service such as COM 
PUSERVETM, the World Wide Web (WWW), and/or the 
Internet; and (4) communicated as a digital ?le Within or into 
a computer netWork, such as a LAN or WAN, and including 
any communication obtained through remote access, such as 
through application softWare like PC ANYWHERETM and 
TIMBUKTUTM. “DOCUMENT” means an electronic or 

digital ?le that is constructed according to the invention by 
packaging the electronic media into a secure document 
format to manage or otherWise enable the control, access, 
and/or licensing of the media. 

[0018] The invention provides for the secure electronic 
copyright management and automatic identi?cation of oWn 
ership of creative Works distributed as digital or electronic 
media, particularly over computer netWorks. Brie?y, one 
aspect of the invention provides a system Which packages 
electronic media into a secure document format (hereinafter 
“DOCUMENT”), including a data container for the media 
and a minimum permissions data set to specify the minimum 
authoriZations needed to vieW or otherWise access the media. 
The DOCUMENT can also include a document header, a 
document identi?er, a source Works extensions module 
Which maintains a bibliographical history of the media, and 
a digital signature to authenticate the media. The DOCU 
MENT and the associated netWork-based tools, described 
beloW and constructed according to the invention, enable the 
attachment of minimum permissions to copyrighted Works 
and the subsequent on-line licensing of the media. 

[0019] More particularly, and in another aspect of the 
invention, the DOCUMENT containing the media is regis 
tered on a registration server and licensed through an 
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authoriZation server. Potential licensees vieW the DOCU 
MENT through the authoriZations Within the minimum 
permissions data set, and communicate With the authoriZa 
tion server, if desired, to obtain a license to the media. Once 
licensed, the licensee can utiliZe the media in accord With an 
auxiliary permissions data set that is assigned to the DOCU 
MENT during the on-line licensing transaction. 

[0020] Subsequent vieWers and/or users of the DOCU 
MENT also communicate With the authoriZation server. 
Thus, in another aspect, the invention provides for the 
licensing of the media to creators of derivative Works, i.e., 
those Who modify an original Work of authorship and Who 
obtain authoriZation to do so through an augmentation in the 
permissions data set. As above, the modi?ed DOCUMENT 
is then registered on a registration server and licensed 
through an authoriZation server. The DOCUMENT in this 
aspect preferably includes a sourceWorks extension module 
Which records the original and derivative authorship of the 
media. By retaining such information, a copyright “family 
tree” or electronic bibliographic record is maintained for the 
media. Preferably, the authorship information in the source 
Works extensions is resident as a data element Within the 
DOCUMENT. HoWever, the sourceWorks extensions can 
also be maintained on or through the authoriZation servers, 
depending upon the number of servers used in the registra 
tion of derivative uses of the media. 

[0021] Like the sourceWorks extensions, the invention can 
also record any and all users Who access the media. In accord 
With this aspect, the DOCUMENT includes a usage module 
Which records selected information about each user Who 
accesses the media. The selected information can include, 
for example, a unique address of the user, individual or 
company accessing or utiliZing the media, or the actual 
identity of the user. Preferably, the user information stored 
in the usage module is recorded and stored only after 
auxiliary permissions are augmented to the minimum per 
missions data set; and typically, the user’s identity or loca 
tion is recorded in the course of the licensing transactions 
With the authoriZation server. Like the sourceWorks exten 
sions, the usage module can also be resident With the 
DOCUMENT, as another data element, and/or With the 
authoriZation server. In the latter case, each time a user 
communicates With an authoriZation server to license a 

particular media, the user’s identity or location are recorded 
and stored therein. 

[0022] Accordingly, the invention provides several advan 
tages in the automation and tracing of copyright clearances 
for both the initial users and derivative developers of elec 
tronic media. Unlike the methods in the prior art—i.e., the 
method of relying on copyright laWs and treaties to protect 
copyrighted Works, and the method of encrypting the media 
through electronic keys—the DOCUMENT format and sys 
tem architecture of the invention provide for (1) both fair use 
and oWnership protection; and for (2) automatic manage 
ment of media rights, including the controlled access to 
media in derivative Works. Speci?cally, the system of the 
invention attaches certain minimum permissions to a 
Widely-distributed version of the media packaged as a 
DOCUMENT, thus being generally usable for free personal 
use. The DOCUMENT creator or author determines these 
minimum permissions in the spirit of fair use, and the 
permissions data set are subsequently updated to an auxil 
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iary permissions data set through on-line licensing should 
the user be interested in more advanced licensing or uses of 
the media. 

[0023] In other aspects, the invention provides an 
encrypted electronic signature and optional data encryption, 
to enhance or guarantee the authenticity of the entire Work, 
including authorship. More particularly, in other aspects, the 
DOCUMENT encapsulates the required data in a secure 
fashion using encryption; and the digital signatures are 
based on message digests resulting from one-Way hash 
functions. 

[0024] In still other aspects, the system of the invention 
utiliZes client/server system architecture based upon the 
TCP/IP netWork protocol standard. Those skilled in the art 
Will appreciate that other netWork protocol standards can be 
used Without departing from the scope of the invention. 

[0025] In accord With further aspects of the invention, 
users can unpackage or unWrap DOCUMENTs through a 
controlled environment, speci?cally from Within a compat 
ible application or program extension, i.e., a Plug-in, Which 
can provide the requisite controls over document use. 

[0026] The invention also provides a set of easy-to-use 
netWork-based tools for registering and administering copy 
rights of electronic creative Works. In one aspect, for 
example, a vieWing module is provided to vieW and edit 
media-packaged graphic, image, video, audio, and textual 
objects. This viewing module, referred to herein as a 
“VIEWER,” is generally required for vieWing and editing 
DOCUMENTs. 

[0027] In still another aspect, a packaging module is 
provided to encapsulate a neWly created Work in a secure, 
digitally-formatted package—i.e., a DOCUMENT. The 
packaging module, referred to herein as a “PACKAGER,” is 
particularly useful to authors, creators and publishers Who 
seek to secure their copyrighted Works and Who seek to 
encapsulate other information With the Works, such as 
authorship, oWnership, minimum permissions, and source 
Works extensions. Accordingly, a user of the PACKAGER 
can selectively package such information With the media to 
formulate a DOCUMENT. 

[0028] In other aspects, a registration server provides 
registration and authoriZation services on a platform such as 
WindoWs NT or Unix. The registration server is used by 
information creators Who Want users of their Works to easily 
identify oWnership and potential licensing terms, and to 
transact and license those Works on-line. The AuthoriZation 
server, on the other hand, is used by information creators and 
users to obtain access to creative Works and to license those 
Works for their oWn use. Typically, in accord With another 
aspect, the registration server for each DOCUMENT oper 
ates as the authoriZation server for all subsequent licensing 
transactions to that DOCUMENT. 

[0029] The invention provides certain other advantages 
over the prior art in that creators and publishers of electronic 
media have direct control of the copyrights they hold 
through the use of authoriZation and registration servers. 
Further, the invention is preferably compatible With Widely 
accepted object technology standards, e.g., OLE and Open 
Doc, to ensure compliance With the Widest possible range of 
applications and on several platforms. 
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[0030] The invention also provides for automated and 
controlled netWork-based copyright management. The reg 
istration server can be scaled to ?t the needs of any autho 
riZation and registration service, from single-author shops to 
massive centraliZed clearinghouses. 

[0031] In still another aspect, the VIEWER provides a 
mechanism for users to gain access to copyrighted DOCU 
MENTs. Speci?cally, the VIEWER in this aspect ensures 
that operations performed on media-packaged data objects 
are in compliance With the permissions that have been 
granted to the user. 

[0032] In other aspects, a user can transact a license to the 
DOCUMENT through the VIEWER and the on-line com 
munications With the authoriZation server. More particularly, 
the VIEWER in this aspect generates a licensing request 
signal in response to inputs by the user, and (ii) communi 
cates that signal to the authoriZation server assigned to that 
DOCUMENT. This request, sometimes denoted herein as a 
“License Request,” provides an entry point for on-line 
licensing of media-packaged Works. In this Way, a success 
fully licensed user can obtain auxiliary permissions to the 
DOCUMENT of interest, thereby extending the set of opera 
tions Which the user may perform for a given Work. 

[0033] In still other aspects, the VIEWER operates to 
display selected registry information about the DOCU 
MENT. This display, sometimes denoted herein as the 
“Registry Information Display,” provides information such 
as authorship, oWnership, and the licensing terms associated 
With the electronic media, thereby facilitating the user’s 
revieW and evaluation of the DOCUMENT prior to licens 
ing. The registry information is preferably stored in the 
DOCUMENT itself, and/or at the DOCUMENT’s registra 
tion server. 

[0034] A record of the media source Works is also avail 
able through the VIEWER, in accord With another aspect of 
the invention. As discussed above, the sourceWorks exten 
sions provide a bibliography of the authors of the media so 
that the appropriate authors are credited With their Works 
even after the Works are edited by a derivative author. The 
sourceWorks extensions are typically available Within a 
display—sometimes denoted herein as the “Source Works 
Display”—at the user’s computer terminal. 

[0035] In accord With other aspects of the invention, the 
VIEWER provides standardiZed tools and procedures for 
obtaining a certi?ed digital identi?cation of a DOCUMENT, 
and for becoming a licensed user to that DOCUMENT. 

[0036] In another aspect of the invention, a PACKAGER 
encapsulates authorship, oWnership, minimum use permis 
sions, source Works information and the associated creative 
Works in a secure package. The PACKAGER has several 
aspects, including: 

[0037] Through the PACKAGER, a user can display the 
status of permissions for each source Work, obtain author 
ship, oWnership, and licensing information from the source 
Work’s registration server, and selectively obtain auxiliary 
permissions as required for each source Work. 

[0038] The PACKAGER alloWs the author to check clear 
ances for all sources of a Work in progress and to engage in 
VIEWER-like licensing transactions to obtain or upgrade 
auxiliary permissions. 




























